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In play, the everyman participates into the operation of power, and through 
the indulging enjoyment of freedom, he realizes he is bounded. Fallen in the 
secular affair, people have to pay the same amount of tolerance to bear the 
sparkle of freedom and all the inspiration from the heart. 
等待在漫長而不斷回歸的時光中，幽禁於制度的運行及因而產生的無所晴願的生活路徑中， 
• 我們睡覺有時，淸醒有時。 
Awaiting in the long long but continuously resettled time, secluding in the 
operation of the system and the accordingly unavoidable life lines, we 
sometimes sleep, sometimes wake. 
「它是一個商場嗎？」’ 「它跟一般的商場有何分別？J 
"Is it a shopping mall?" and "Are there any difference 'between this and the 
conventional shopping mall?" The two fundamental question. It is a place for 
consuming, a place for entertaining, for waiting energy, for spending money-
it must be a shopping mall. It appears to be a shopping mall, it seems not to 
have differences with the conventional ones. Yes, but still they must not be 
the same. 
甲之蜜糖，乙之础霜。你的遊樂場，我的療養院。 
For A, it's honey； for B, it's poison. This mall, to A, it's a play-ground, 
to B, it's a asylum； to X, it's a palace, to Y, it's a prison. Or, for you! 
it's a shopping mall. Should I tell you what it is?...between a cemetery and'a 
park, between playground and a asylum, between the street and the mall, 
between intellectual and kitsch, between market and museum, between awareness 
and blindness… 
§0 foreword 
When I asked myself what is the fundamental question that I have been 
long concerned, I replied to myself 'how we live'. To elaborate this, 
it means how living is possible, how living is constructed and how 
we-the subjects of living-perform in such living. The three famous 
Kantian questions always come across my mind: what can I know? what 
should I do? & what may I hope for? Then, when I look at the 
contemporary, the city, the urban life, the present politics and 
economic system, what may I find and what may most grasp ny heart？ 
I concern our living environment and what the environment would 
convey to us-influences and meanings. In the environment, how we 
react and take action, how we perform and feel, and what we would 
think of and hope for, i.e. how and what we would sense and 
understand. These are not concerning behavior or psychology but 
pointing to a question: what is this World'? This 'world' is both 
abstract and tangible and must be related to us. It is related to 
artificial, man-made construction while nature is also in the scope 
but it is represented through the lens of the artificial. 
So, the key issue of the project is �our everyday situation in the 
modern city'. My touching point to the issue: conpartmental as system 
of modern world, encystment as the specific situation, boredom as 
fundamental attunement, forgetfulness and fancy as contemporary 
faculties (abilities). 
the meaning of a tone (voice of speech)? It is the voice that 
examine oneself back and forth. 
§9 
thfio^''^^ of Foucault, I read the productions of space under 
the social politics. Architecture is the product of politics and 
L°rth-of R ' ^ H Production of Space"? I THLK o ' L i n g�� T h e 
Birth of Mass Housing^'. It derives and evolves into concentratiL 
§1 
As all I know— 
…as I may corrupt, so the society. 
§2 
Architecture and my heart, inwardness. After I have done several 
architectural work which are very social, I mean social in a broad 
sense, I may turn the direction, pointing to our inside. 
§3 
About research method, 
��While th  initial question starts out broadly, it becomes 
progressively narrowed and more focused during the research process, 
as concepts and their relationships are discovered to be relevant or 
irrelevant. So, the research question begins as an open and broad 
one, but not so open, of course, as to allow for the entire universe 
of possibilities, yet not so narrow and focused that it excludes 
discovery.--Strauss & Corbin, 1990. Basics of Qualitative research: 
Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques, pp37-38. 
§4 
In the films of Pasolini, there are voices: minorities, the third 
world, homosexual, the poor, the pre-historic• Not only different 
people but different groups of people. In the films, there are 
different voices, different narrations, so then there are different 
tones. And architecture? Could there be different tones? How could we 
practice the tones of architecture? 
Right? now the problem is: this is not merely a search of content, 
the signified. This is not merely a search on topic and object of 
discovery but the question on the production of style and the 
production of tone. 
§5 
In the thesis, I need to search a visage (a face), belongs to myself, 
or belongs to somebody, or anybody. How could we be certain about 
visage, be certain that it belongs to me but not the other? 
§6 
Confinement 
��Salo, or 120 days in Sodom",��Hole",、、工diot" ,、、：Last year in 
Marienbad" 
§7 
House, described and narrated by people. 
Beggar's House 
Kant's House What would it be when 
Doctor's House they are connected? 
Prostitute's House 





camps, refugee camps, public housing, temporary housing, city 
planning…and prisons, asylums, hospitals are also different forms of 
mass housing-they all have a certain target group. So could I do 
refugee camp? Or, housing? Would it be already too much? Could I do 
it with freshness? How zaay I start my pen, to start the first line? 
What is HQT position and bow about my voice? These will turn out into 
the production of style, a critical aesthetics of architecture. 
§10 
…passport, barcode, credit card, driving license, address number. 
Saving passbook, names of street, tax receipts. Land sections, bus 
routes, internet. A city without police, a city without government. 
§11 
Architecture, planned quantitative environment, statistics, data, 
able to evaluate, able to analyse; even the thesis projects in M 
Arch, they are base on topics, a certain problem to solve but are 
still lack of the concern and regard on the whole…a world, or a frame 
of this world, or a poetry of this world, we probably have to do 
this, for architecture making. 
…so, we solve problems, or search a problem to solve, produce a 
solution for it. What is the meaning of ^solving'? Does it imply 
something better, some sort of improvement? These hopes and 
expectations are probably historical cycles, repeat itself in 
history. All ideal models could be poison. 
§12 
…we have the potential, to commit the same crinie_ 
§13 
I may start with an analogy. Before the classical period in 
century, men could more or less manage their health through the 
knowledge of their own bodies. Maybe not everyone does but the 
traditional knowledge and treatment of body may pass through family 
linkage from one generation to the other generation. Home, families 
were the place for recover while the elderly or the mothers would be 
the one who took care the illness or cured. (There were also at the 
time private doctors who worked on their own.) Then in the end of 18th 
century, there was new perspective on medicine and new system on 
medical institution. There was the birth of hospital. Government took 
the role of managing the medical system. The knowledge of body was 
then controlled by a group of professionals. There appeared a 
privileged class that has the power to manipulate such knowledge 
while the traditional treatments on body was then defined as 
primitive, mysterious, non-scientific, evil. People began to rely on 
the system and the institution, and started losing their knowledge. 
Although there were proposal saying that the best place for the sick 
to recover was their home, treatment at hospital was still applied 
since there were large amount of poor that needed curing at the time 
and curing in group was considered to be more efficient and. 
profitable. Hospital system was then under the name of charity. The 
rich donated money and the poor received medical care. This ensured 
the power-holding of the medicine profession and the existence of the 
hospital-as the place of sickness research so that the rich could be 
cured if they were affected one day. 
This description may not be precise but it may not matter. I try to 
look at architecture and the related concepts such as planning from 
the similar perspective. I believe architecture would have a more 
complicated situation. From the very early stage of the birth of 
city, there was already a power system. It is a long history while 
the operations, mechanisms and the forms of the system varied and 
continuously transformed through ages. Of course we could mention 
more on the modern age since enlightenment, the rise of imperialism, 
colonialization, and the Modern Movement in this century. 
§14 
，om the analogy of medical system, there raise the concept of the 
�r:Lght of being cured' . Is there any relation with the concept of the 
right of living'？ The medical institution and profession have the 
广 e r to distribute the medical care, someone may have more right to 
be cured than the other. So how come the concept �the right of being 
appear? For me, people fight for this、：right' has not pointed 
the target problem. We do not fight for the �right of being cured' 
^u^ the empowerment of ourselves, the liberation of the knowledge on 
body and the decomposition of the privileged class that holds .the 
power of distributing medical care.工 am not against the 
establishment of any system. Welfare State is not the worst case and 
I am^not here to judge. Then, the �right of living'. Do we fight for 
th，'right' ？ What is the meaning of this? What does it imply? It must 
relate to the knowledge of space and the liberation of this 
knowledge. 
This 'right' is a trick. The difference between �right' and power is 
only skin deep. Meanwhile, the system is developed to be 
infinitesimal. From the birth of a child, it needs severalinjactions, 
in.the name of prevention of disease. Without the proof of such 
injections, the child could not register into a formal kindergarten. 
The system requires you to be fallen-into. From the very beginning, 
we rely on the institution. We give up the control of our own bodies. 
give up the possibility to be strong and healthy, and just hope 
that the life would not have too much pain. Then, how is the system 
of space? How is the planning system operated? How does it affect 
everybody's lives? How does the city form manipulate people and their 
everyday lives? 
§15 
The cities (and the countries, the world) and the environment are 
precisely planned. Maybe 工 should look at the planning system. The 
everyday environment is compartmentalised into segments (not 
fragments). Cities are apparatus that ensure the everlasting of the 
，『iety (and its system). The society asks for efficiency, profit and 
t^e reproduction of such relation. This system relies on quantified 
strategy, statistics or the logical sustainability• The segregated 
segments do not combine and form a whole but isolated functional 
二，s. Clinic, police office, fire station, transportation terminal, 
block, hotel, school, factory, shopping mall... each entity 
serve certain purpose. Of course though the function may be 
ovfr^a^in but t^eir meanings could be several. Events may 
l aSii? t L l pngle social，ite n�matter how rigid the planning is. 
工 admi� that lives are still varied and with choice but it does not 
二 = t 二 广 behind is a reasonable one. (e.g.'wL f^tu^ nt 
performs well in an examination, it does not directly refer that 
= 二 = 广 reasonable syste. and without any 二 for furthe. 
§16 , Lives are segregated, both through time and space. Space is assigned 
as working space, leisure space, living space, transportation space 
etc Time is scheduled: working hour, holiday, family day, television 
programme, the opening hours of the shopping mall etc. Everything is 
structured in usefulness and things are categorised through this. Men 
have also the useful bodies and the useful mind, both of them are 
controlled under different systems-military service and 
psychoanalysis, in the broadest sense. 
§17 
Philosophy is the creation (both the activity and its product) of 
ideas. Architecture is the creation (both the activity and its 
product) of system. 
…maybe not system, but conditions. 
§ 1 8 ^ 1 
Architecture, the patron saint of our social system, helps 
materialize them and provide possibility for them to be executed. 
§19 
The presence of a secret police is not due to him/herself but the 
social system behind. Without such system, a secret police may have 
no meaning. But a secret police is the forefront that maintains the 
system. It is the necessary element of the system. And architecture, 
it is the materialized form of the society and it is at the 
forefront-the material ground of the society. I am not here to be 
revolutionary towards the society; the secret police does not resign 
his/her job. He/she does not believe that there could be an ideal 
system which use forces and violence to take over the past. He/she 
asks him/herself then: vmder the situation, under this vrnd^sirabls 
system, what kind of secret police should I be? 
§20 
Truth , . ^ . 
So, here must raise a question: how is the morality of architecture? 
The ideology of a piece of architecture, the ideology of the one whom 
creates. Take the example of Albert Speer: would the nazi background 
of his architecture make his architecture bad, or even evil? Is there 
evil architecture? Does architecture deal with morality, then? Are 
the architecture of Albert Speer considered to be good exactly 
because it presented truly their nazi background? Are they good 
because they are true? But look at the case of Martin Heidegger, why 
was he accused by some thinkers about the suspicion of his nazi 
background? Maybe it is one of the differences between architecture 
and philosophy. Or maybe not. There maybe no difference at all. 
Should we justify the work and the person who created it separately? 
The conscience of the architect, the goodness he made, the truth his 
architecture conveyed, are these what 工 want? Or, is architecture 
amoxall 
§21 _ 
So the story would develop like this: not describing the situation of 
this time but describing our hero, about his/her living, about his/ 
her uncertainties and mental struggles, and what kind of person he/ 
she will become. 
(What I should avoid is the over-simplification of the situation, and 
a tone of easy justification. My task is to expose all these 
conflicts, both the external ones and the internal ones, in the 
system and in us, but not to solve it…could we really solve it, 
actually?) 
§22 
Architecture as a thing, a thing in the world, as tool, it must be 
on-the-hand, playful with hands, touchable. So I think of Walkman, 
mobile phone and others. The Walkman consists of its shell and its 
circuit board covered. Its shell is the touchable surface. It is 
playful with hands and on-the-hand. It signifies the everyday routine 
of man-his gesture, in-the-world position. The printed circuit behind 
IS not on-the-hand but the mechanism of it. It is theorem, logic. It 
IS the covered system, its waiting-to-be-discovered meaning but not 
Its significance….Then how is architecture? May my piece be stick-
with-heart, pointing into our interior? 
§23 
8 /9 /99 
等-
May I start with concepts or notions to describe and create another 
？rm of environment? Confinement, fancy, forgetfulness, seclusion fallen. ‘ 
§24 
Confinement I would examine, through various models, the forms of 
confinement and their meanings, and investigate the situation of 
architecture as the guardian of the social system. I would give up 
the giving of functionality but convey meanings directly. It would 
lllll^ll usable and builtable but this relation would continuously 
，?ettinc^  The continuous action in our on-going lives. The 
t^th of hope and fiction. And because of the periodical fading of 
rf t^^st^^r forgetting is to reappear, the reappeaLnL 
= ’ state of nothingness, or the reinterpretation of such state 
^二 �ancy without evidence is both the start and the end of man! 
，edom emptiness or exhaustion after orgy; singular signified and 
二 二 二 二 t h 么 s world, we are bored. Lredom 
uneasy, or still, depends on what kind of person you are. 
§25 . 
corrqpartment/our position in everyday lives: a school of ox in the 
grassland pointing ahead to somewhere +a survey map of Tin Sui Wai 
produced by lands department 
the ox are running in the grassland. They are under a certain force 
that leads them to a direction. There is the system behind. Each ox 
seems to have free will to choose its own pace and direction but as a 
whole it is still inescapable from that unnamed power. Our everyday 
lives are almost the same. But we may look at this picture in another 
way. We may plan under this ox-model. Everyone in the society has his/ 
her own position and direction. Everyone would have his/her choices and 
the society as a whole formed and being leaded to a place which^is^not 
yet known. We do so rather than being fitted, • � ， 一 � 一 
already compartmentalized society. But 
is again poison? 
is it 
in second hand, in the 
another ideal model, that 
‘“> 、： , 、 - *、 • 
§26 general structure •. 
I propose here four notions that are generated from the situation. 
Encystment as the specific situation of our daily routines. Boredom 
as the fundamental attunement that attunes us and as the tone of our 
everyday life. Forgetfulness and fancy as two contemporary faculties 
广1丄ities) that ensure we sustain in the urban environment. 
^ncystment and boredom, compare with forgetfulness and fancy, are 
fundamental in the way that they are our basic situations that 
everyone are under them. They are not two of the many situations of 
s but they are the essence. However, forgetfulness and fancy are 
two of the. many faculties of us in the contemporary, though thev Jiave high significance. 
B，，ides, these four notions are not negative but neutral. They are 
all not feelings but notions that have general significance. 
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§27 encystment 
§27-1 general exposition of the notion 
'Cyst' is an enclosed hollow organ in the body containing liquid 
matter inside. ^Encyst' is a verb describing the condition of being 
confined in a cyst while 'encystment' is the noun naming such 
situation. 
Reason of raising encystment as a notion related to 
the contemporary situation 
Living in the cities, we are under different kinds of physical 
constraints. We walk along the pedestrians, cross the flyover, wait 
in the lift lobby, travel through escalators. We walk under the 
guidance of the railings and under the constraint of the width of the 
passages. Pedestrians and passages always lead us somewhere. They 
have certain requirements to fulfill. We may already be .used to them. 
These ^minor' regulations ensure our everyday lives work. Compare 
with boredom, these 'minor' rules seem to be not that undesirable. We 
may deliberately avoid and escape from boredom and we may not often 
consciously avoid these rules-walk along the pedestrians, drive under 
the guidance of traffic lights, stand straight inside a lift. These 
are our agreement with the society, with other people. We live in 
this way and it seems that it works quite well. Even the prison 
system, we are already used to it and think that it is a human way to 
punish the people who commit crime. Compare with the century and 
before, the prison system is very civilized. 
We may agree that all these 'minor' or 'heavy' regulations and 
systems do help the management of the society. Compare with the 
torture model of punishment, prison system apparently does civilize. 
But is it all? Are there any implications and influences that still 
act on us continuously? Is it also very apparent that we are now 
living in the very disciplinary lives and also the society? So, what 
is it all for us? 
Encystment as system of discipline 
��…Discipline cr ates out of the bodies it controls four types of 
individuality, or rather an individuality that is endowed with four 
characteristics: it is cellular (by the play of spatial 
distribution), it is organic (by the coding of activities), it is 
genetic (by the accumulation of time), it is combinatory (by the 
composition of forces) And, in doing so, it operates four great 
techniques: it draws up tables； it prescribes movement; it inposes 
exercise； lastly, in order to obtain the combination of forces, it 
arranges�“tactics�Tactics, the art of constructing, with located 
bodies, coded activities and trained atitudes, mechanisms in which 
the product of the various forces is increased by their calculated 
combination are no doubt the highest form of disciplinary practice “ 
(Foucault 1992:165) Under these strategies generated through the end 
of 18th century, the disciplinary system is now even more 
infintesimal. Not only in prisons, factories, military services or 
schools but in almost every aspects of our lives, there are tables 
drawn, movements prescribed, exercises and activities imposed, and 
tactics arranged. We are encysted, in disciplinary system 
Encystment could act on a person or a mass, 
on body or mind, actively or passively 
In a prison, in a refugee camp, there is mass encystment. However, 
for the people within them, each of them is encysted on a person. 
They are all encysted alone. If you are not encysted �alone� you are 
not really encysted. Although there may be people surround you, maybe 
you are in a mass or crowd, if you feel you are encysted, you must be 
encysted alone. Encystment could acts on body as military service and 
compulsory physical exercise in school, or the marching of the scout. 
Encystment of mind could be performed as psychoanalysis, EQ 
examination, the monopoly of mass media or collective education. 
Encystment must not be compulsory. There are voluntary encystments as 
seclusion-living alone in a remote place or singing karaoke in a 
small dark room. 
§27-2 specific exposition of the notion 
Occasion At home: Solipsism-the world only consists of I; soliloquy-only I 
speak; solitaire-only I play. I am encysted at my home, with myself, 
and only standing with myself. 
In the city: In the planned urban environment, we live under lines of 
maps, planes of models. 
Refugee camp: it seems to be another world to us. We build them to 
house the people come from elsewhere and to nowhere. We deliberate 
build the camp but we never visit it nor experience 
realize someone is encysted over there. This is our 
Is it a conceptual or even metaphysical encystment? 
it. However, we 
intention at all 
In love: someone may feel lucky to be a prisoner of love. Someone may 
feels painful.、、：Last Year at Marienbad" . In the palace. \A/ denied. 
�X' insisted. Was it an affair last year? Maybe at Frederiksbad, at 
Marienbad, at Karlstadt. Were �A' and �X' encysted in the palace, or 
their memory? Or rather, in�A,'s forgetfulness and�X''s fancy?…The 
cinemagoers were encysted in the cinema because of the film. An 
indulging imprisonment. Addictive. 
.Curse of the tribe:��One Hundred Years of Solitude". Aureliano 
Babilonia was reading the parchment about his tribe. "..Jle skipped 
eleven pages so as not to lose time with facts he knew only too well, and he 
began to decipher the instant that he was living, deciphering it as he lived 
it, prophesying himself in the act of deciphering the last page of the 
parchment, as if he was looking into a speaking mirror. Then he skipped 
again to anticipate the predictions and ascertain the date and circumstance of 
his death. Before reaching the final line, however, he had already understood 
that he would never leave that room, for it was foreseen that the city of 
mirror would be wiped out by the wind and exiled from the memory of men at the 
precise moment when Aureliano Babilonia would finish deciphering the 
parchments, and that everything written on them was unrepeatable since time 
immemorial and forever more, because races condemned to one hundred years of 
solitude did not have a second opportunity on earth.' 
�SalOj 120 days in SodoirT 
Event 
Browsing in the www: we are encysted in the information network. No 
matter how far you get, no matter what role you take. You are not 
only on web but in web. Shopping: consuming, continuously consume, we 
finally imprisoned in the shopping mall and confined within the route 
form one shopping mall to another shopping mall. Practicing military 
service, practicing psychoanalysis: the classic example of the 
control of body and the control of mind. Torture model: S & M, 
voluntary prisoner. 
Form 
Thickness of the wall, openings, line and plane: The thicker the 
wall, the more encysted we are, aren't we? The lesser the opening, 
the more encysted we are, aren't we? The more lines and plane there 
are, the more encysted we are, aren't we? 
Transparency: If we live in a transparent prison, are we encysted 
then? 
Labyrinth: Linear. Cyclic. Organ without body. Infinite. 
Cage: Inside/outside. Shell. Empty body with skin. Cellular. 
Mood-the state of mind 
If you and your be-lived one were in the labyrinth together, would 
you feel better, feel fine? Or being romantic? If your world were a 
labyrinth, would you satisfy? Would you escape? Do you prefer a 
labyrinth or a cage? 
Action-the state of body 
Esca^: We do not want to be encysted. We try to escape. Through 
spe^i we think we could escape, with transformability, we think we 
二oulj cope with the confined environment, we think we could cross the 
boundary. Or let's forget we're trapped. 
eitpty 
comes from. We just 
we have a lot to do, 
It just comes and 
it is and why it 
§2 8 boredom 
§28-1 general exposition of the notion 
We feel bored sometimes. We do not know where it 
feel bored. Maybe we have nothing to do or maybe 
we could still feel bored. We do not call for it, 
we could not escape. We do not know what exactly 
comes to us but we do realize its existence. 
Reason of raising boredom as a notion related to 
the contemporary situation 
Though we all somehow aware this particular mental state, we rarely 
look through it in detail and see if there is any implication to our 
lives. It may be because we usually avoid boredom, avoid being bored. 
To us, it is not a desirable feeling. When we experience it, we 
always want to escape from it. Why do we treat being bored as 
undesirable? Why do we avoid it and want to escape from it? What are 
we afraid of actually? The reason I raise boredom as a notion that 
relates (not only relates but as a fundamental condition!h to our 
contemporary situation exactly comes from this question. We are 
afraid of being bored. I feel bored. We all feel bored. We sometimes 
even complain that life is so boring. I wonder what exactly happens 
when we say that. Is it life boring or is it something in our lives 
boring? What bores us actually? Is it not any other things but 
boredom itself that bores us? Is there 'boredom^ within us, around us 
trhafc continuously affects us and make us being- bored? We may ask why 
we feel bored and why there is boredom but we may better ask how is 
it, then? There is boredom, we feel bored. How is it, then? How do we 
live with boredom? Could boredom not only be negative but with 
positive properties? Then, why is it contemporary? Didn't we live 
like this in the past? For the arrival of the information age and the 
stepping away of the age of liberation in 60's & 70's-the political 
liberation, sexual liberation, women's liberation, liberation of the 
forces of production, liberation of art-we live like after great 
exhaustion. It seems that we have no more focus but flowing in pool 
of information. It is a state of ^after the orgy'. The question now 
is: what do we do now the orgy is over? (Baudrillard 1993:3) 
Boredom as feeling constituted by external 
things and our interior 
Boredom is a feeling. We usually look at it like this. It is not an 
external object outside us. It is not a thing that we could observe 
through our eyes and play with our hands. We find that it is inside 
us. It rises from our inside. It is a feeling, a mental state. 
We also say, on the other hand, it comes to us, it arrives us] it 
attacks us. Where does it come from? Does it rise from inside'or 
arrive from outside? Does it come from something that bores us'' But 
how could we justify the thing bores us? Does it come from our.heart， 
Does boredom rise from our interior? But do we at the same time need 
something that affects us so that boredom could rise from our inside'' 
WJ^ ich comes first then? The operation inside us or the appearance of' 
the outside thing? Or, is boredom a mental reflection of the borinq 
thing through our interior operation? But what is such operation 
constituted? Besides, is the something that bores us necessarily a 
thing? Could it be an occasion, an event, or a situation? Could we 
also feel bored with nothing? If there is nothing, where does boredom 
come from? 
Boredom as attunement of us that cannot be 
examined as cause-effect relation 
��…The simple state of affairs-we call a book boring…[1] What is 
boring is not so called simply because it effects boredom in us. The 
book is not the outer cause, nor is the resulting boredom the inner 
effect. [2] Therefore, in elucidating the facts of the matter, we 
must disregard the cause-effect relation. [3] The book must 
nonetheless make itself felt, not, however, as an inducing cause, but 
rather as that which attunes us. This is where the question lies. [4] 
If the book is boring, then this thing outside the soul has in itself 
something of the possible, perhaps even suppressed attunement that is 
in us. Thus, although it is inside, the attunement plays arovmd the 
thing outside at the same time, and indeed without our transferring 
any induced attunement from within us outside onto the thing. [5] The 
thing can ultimately be boring only because the attunement already 
plays around it. It does not cause the boredom, yet nor does it 
receive it merely as something attributed by the subject. In short: 
boredom-and thus ultimately every attunement—is a hybrid, partly 
objective, partly subjective(Heidegger 1995:87-88) We look at 
boredom as attunement onward, not an object posits in somewhere nor a 
mental quality within us. Boredom is caused neither by an external 
entity nor our interior but through this attunement around. To 
investigate this attunement, we could refer to Heidegger's writing. 
Here, I do not ask: what is this attunement and how does it work? I 
ask: if it is the attunement, how is it then? -i.e. under this 
attunement, how do we live? 
§28-2 specific exposition of the notion 
Occasion 
Waiting a two-hour lesson to be finished in a typical tasteless 
classroom of an ordinary secondary school: in this occasion, we find 
nothing to do. We have too much time to spend. We just expect time 
pass fast. We are becoming bored with the occasion. In the passing of 
time, we are gradually bored with the place. We try to pay attention 
to the lesson but we find nothing interesting. We open the textbook, 
read a few lines, watch outside to search something attractive, go 
back to the textbook...we look at our watch-only five minutes have 
passed. We feel disappointed. We expect time would go faster but the 
expectation fails and we feel bad. Why do we have this expectation? 
Are we struggling with time in this occasion? What is this time? Does 
this time the same with the time when we are dancing happily? Or, are 
we struggling with the monotonous environment? Or, are we struggling 
with the condition that I cannot leave the classroom? Restricted in a 
place turns us into impatience while the monotonous environment plus 
an over-expected length of time constitute together and become bored. 
However, for the same classroom, we spend here five days a week, six 
hours a day. Are we bored every moment in this monotonous 
environment? In the same classroom, we sometimes do feel good. Is the 
lesson boring instead? What if the lesson is boring? It occupies 
certain time, our time, a portion of time of our lives. It is this 
passing- of time that bores us • 
Another occasion: after having a wonderful party with my friends with 
interesting conversations, nice food and drinks, dancing and music in 
this evening, we arrive home and we suddenly find bored. The 
expectation of the passing of time is not the cause of being bored in 
this occasion. This being bored is timeless. It seems that this being 
bored is always here, around us but only in this particular moment, 
we are aware of it. What is this particular moment then? It is a late 
night that we arrive home after an exciting evening. After being 
excited and exhausted, after the orgy, we find bored. 
:�Viva 1'Amour" : occupy a for-sale apartment. Without home. Being an 
illegal hawker. Selling T-shirt in midnight. Meet each other in an 
empty flat. Waiting the target in a fast food shop. Make love with 




Watching television at home, 
mall, wandering in the city, 
from the most private event 
to an infinite scale. So is 
make us bored? Probably not. 
Not even a 20-hour flight, a 
can we conclude? We may shift now the question. Although there may 
not be any particular activity that Is viniversally Jbored, there are 
activities and events that are driven by boredom. Why do we watch 
television for the whole evening? Why do we go to karaoke and sing 
entire night? Why do we browse in the www? Why do we wander? 
singing in a karaoke room, shopping in a 
browsing in the www...we may find bored 
to mass activities, from a definite place 
there universality of the events that 
Not even waiting is necessarily bored. 
‘ ‘town is necessarily bored. So what 
for 
Why do we shop? It is not the activities and events bore us but 
the contrary, because we are being bored (with the attunement 
around), we perform those activities and participate 
events, and through their occupation of our time, we 
passing of time. 
such and such 
avoid facing the 
Consuming 
time. In 
to a film 
it is probably the most common activities that 
a shopping mall, we spend our leisure time there 
window-shopping, ice skating‘ 
re kill 
We can go 
check new CDs in huge 
record store for an hour and buy nothing. In the mall, we forget our 
state of being bored. We are attracted by many different spectacles. 
However, a shopping mall will also help us to recall our state of 
being bored otherwise we would not stay here long. So as in the www, 
in the floods of information, all these searching, making friends, 
shopping are due to our state of being bored. 
Is there any particular activity that is universally bored? Maybe a 
total encystment is the one. 
Form 
Repetition may end up with boredom. A very defined space may cause 
boredom too. We usually expect varieties and changes for our 
environment. We like to move along to come across different scenes. 
On the contrary, being static, stationary, repeated, confined would 
lead to boredom. Being bored is to struggle with the passing of time. 
If the space were continuously changed, the passing of time would be 
disturbed. We would forget the passing of time. We would not feel the 
time is long. We may not look at our watch again. In speed, space is 
distorted. It distorts our perception of time too. When we travel, 
with a ever-changing visual perception which compresses the space 
along the route, we are deceived and think that time is compressed 
too. However, if space is monotonous, the sameness of the environment 
would enforce the feeling of the passing of time. In a monotonous 
environment, we are easier to feel bored. 
Cave: Natural. Empty. Primitive. Subtraction. 
Pyramid: Perfect. Massive. Mathematical. Addition. 
From boredom to wisdom. 
[The pathology of boredom: "an experimental cubicle constructed at McGill 
University in Montreal to study the effects of perceptual isolation. The 
subject lies on a bed 24 hours a day, with time out for meals and going to the 
bathroom. The room is always lighted. The visual perception of the subject is 
restricted by a translucent plastic visor; his auditory perception, by a U-
shaped pillow covering his ears and by the noise of an air conditioner and a 
fan. The subject's sense of touch is restricted by cotton gloves and long 
cardboard cuffs. The experimenter and the subject can communicate by means of a 
system of microphones and loud speakers.‘ Boredom and encystment is related in 
the way of total restriction and confinement.] 
1 1 ' 
聰聰靑少年心越 
、解悶… '仍是悶 
Mood-the state of mind 
Emptiness and Care: After the orgy, what do we do now? Anxiety may 
first approach and boredom may finally arrive. �What else should 工 do 
now?' is the direct question. But then we may not ask anymore. We 
would start recalling the past, and compare with the present. We play 
with our memory and play with our imagination. We try to have fun by 
recalling and searching some jokes or we just scan through some 
unknown zone in our fancy without target and intention. Our mind 
would be nothing in some moment. Think of nothing, imagine nothing, 
recall nothing, even without realize there is nothing. When there is 
nothing, do we still feel bored? In contemplation, there may be 
really nothing but in boredom, though it apparently seems that we 
think of nothing, we still have cares that tie us with the world. The 
emptiness that we experience is related to our linkages and cares 
with the world. The work, the relationship, the burden of memory, 
future…These are all our cares. 
Action-the state of body 
Play and Sleep: We play when we are bored. We try to create another 
mental state through playing. We try to avoid the present state. We 
play so that we forget we are bored. In fitness center, we do 
excises. We struggle with our body. The activity occupies our body. 
We consume our own body and its energy. In a pool with mechanical 
turbulence, we swim but stay at a single position. We struggle with 
the external energy. We consume energy of the turbulence. We listen 
to music. The activity occupies our mind. We sleep. Dreams occupy our 
mind. We consume our dreams and also our unconsciousness. Sleep could 
be the most effective way to cope with boredom. If we cannot fall 
asleep, take pills. Even we do not want to sleep, we could take pills 
too. When we reach the state of hallucination, we would not feel 
bored anymore. 
Wake up: How about when we wake up? Like the occasion after the 
party, we suddenly feel bored. We sleep and we wake up, probably 
nothing change. After the state of hallucination, what else should we 
do then? 
We pursue accidents and spectacles, back to a healthy life, without 
relying on pills, we watch car racing, we watch news every half hour, 
we watch documentaries of disasters, we go to the amusement park. ， 
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nights in shopping malls +the days and nights in the www +the reflection of a portable mlrtO 
§29 forgetfulness & fancy 
§29-1 general exposition of the notions 
Memory, always memory. We are afraid to forget. We think that without 
memory we no longer be ourselves. 
Reason of raising forgetfulness and fancy as notions 
related to the contemporary situation 
We always talk about the memory of place, the memory of a city. We 
try to preserve the old, keep our memory. At least keeping a portion 
of the place so that we could recall the whole picture form this 
little fragment. But how is memory possible? If we do not forget, 
would those memory memorable and beautiful anymore? We are afraid to 
forget, afraid to be forgotten. We try to keep memory of an occasion, 
a friend's face, the days in our school days. We forget more then we 
remember. Forgetting is more real than memory. Memory could be fake 
but forgetting would not lie. We sometimes remember certain things 
but we are not very sure if they really happened before or just come 
from our fancy. We start to be confused with our memory. All these 
uneasiness and fancy are due to the faculty of forgetting. We have 
the ability to forget so that all these wonderful experiences could 
be possible. Besides, forgetfulness is a necessary faculty of the 
contemporary urban life. Forget? Who cares? The news yesterday, the 
last ten ICQ, the scores of the tv games, the song sequence of the 
visit to the karaoke. Who really cares the detail? Too much 
information, too much excitement, if we cannot forget, what kind of 
life would it be? We are men in history but we forget most of the 
story, like a boxing match, who will remember the details? Combined 
with fancy, we could imagine those we have never experienced. We 
could suppose to be anyone. We may have different identity to chat 
with pal from the different part of the world. We shift role, without 
fixed identity or position. We move along and swim in the flow of 
information and float in the pool of consumption. 
§29-2 specific exposition of the notions 
Occasion " 
Funeral: To celebrate the death, to magnify the ceremony, we actually 
try to forget the one who died. Not oblivion at all, we may sometimes 
remember him/her but that remeinbrance would already has a distance 
Moving home: from one place to another place, we cross the city We 
used to live there but now we are here. We have a new home. We have 
life. Then, should we forget the last home. Moving from Tiu Kenq 
Leng to Tin Shui Wai, the last home has gone, demolished. We cannot 
r to have a look. After ten years, we may forget what o L 
Ijs， home looks like, or where the exact location is. With our 
ability If fancy, we imagine the new home would be much better 
although we have not moved in yet. Think future. Urban renewal: like 
X： Remember it was in the garden of Frederiksbad…you were alone, 
apart. You were leaning at a straight angle against a stone 
balastrade on which your hand was resting. Your arm half extended… 
A: I tell you it's impossible. I've never ever been to Frederiksbad. 
X: Well, then it was somewhere else. Maybe, at Karlstadt, at 
Marienbad, or at Baden-Salsa—or even here, in this salon. You have 
followed me here so that I can show you this picture. 
A memory game. 
��Hiroshima, Mon Amour" let us forget the painful memory. You see 
nothing in Hiroshima. I see hospital in Hiroshima. No, you don't see 
hospital in Hiroshima. I see museum in Hiroshima. No, you see nothing 
in Hiroshima. 
Horrible memory, about the trauma of a city, about the past love. To 
forget, not to recall. Dont let me think of anymore. Forget 
deliberately. Change your clothing, move your home, change your job. 
On highway: we pass through our city, glance through it. In speed, we 
do not catch every detail but this elongated, distorted image and the 
distorted experience of time is definitely one of the tenderest 
experiences in a city. 
m a 
Event • 
"Last Year at Marienbad" How could you forget last year. We met last 
year and you promise we will go away together this year. How could 
you forget? I don't know, I am confused. I can't remember we have met 
before. I even cannot remember I was at Marienbad last year. 
you were waiting for me. 
No...why should I be waiting for you? 
I have waited for you, myself, a long time. 
In your dreams? 
And you are trying to escape again? 
But what do you mean? I don't understand a thing you say, 
If there are dreams, why would you be afraid? 
Well, go on and tell me the rest of our story. 
i A 
have a new haircut, eat in a new habit, meet new friends. Or travel. 
Seek for a new life. Woman traveled to Hiroshima. She then remembered 
Nevers, where she had her first 
forget the past, say goodbye to 
yesterday. 
love, with a German soldier. To 
your memory, draw a line with 
Consuming: In the shopping mall, there are all fake. 
Star Leo: sailing in the middle of the sea, forget the place you come from. ^ 
Form 
Stacking of mass: the stacking of stones, the ruins, the old 
magazines, yellow pages, the stacking of the past, the memory. The 
stacking of the memory forms a solid mass. Then, subtract, forget. A 
space is formed. We live in the space of forgetfulness. • 
Detail: we always forget detail. Who cares the details? 
Tonib: Buried. To forget. 
Altar: Exposed. To hope for. 
Mood-the state of mind 
Where am I? What the hell am I doing here? Who are you? You even 
sleep beside me. Yes, it is you. I start remember. But where do we 
first meet actually? 
I start losing memory of your face. If we come across each other 
could I still recognize you? ‘ 
l ^ k e this place. I don't care who I am. I don't know who I am I 
丄Ike travel. Tomorrow, I will be a good guy/girl. 
Could we start again? ‘ 
Disappear, unconscious, collapse of mind, delusion, illusion 
hallucination, hope, freedom, free of memory burden ‘ 
Action-the state of body 
Write a dairy, drop notes and then burn. Bury. Use hand to cover your 
eye^. Don't see. Don't remember. Or be a monk, be a nun. Or, start 
confession, say goodbye to all your sin. 
Recollect, sleep, dream, awake, dispersal, travel 
§30 
Mirror Ball 
I am not going to solve any particular problem in the project, or 
invent anything to oppose the contemporary situation. But through my 
deepest concern on human situation, I try to construct, through the 
articulation of the four concepts, a MIRROR BALL that reflects the 
contemporary, not as a flat mirror that reflects a perfect image (a 
solution) but as a perfect sphere with pieces of fragmented mirrors 
that reflects its whole surrounding. The reflected surrounding may 
not be recognizable from a distance but when we look at it closely, 
every piece does reflect the world. Let's see what it will reflect 
under the light of these notions. 
§31 
Confession 
Awakening: To approach the situation,工 do not merely seek from 
outside but also from inside. The origin of the external problems may 
be from us. To look at one's self, observe and self-justify. What do 
we lack? The knowledge of living and the passion of our life? I will 
look at myself, be an architect of my own life, to manage it.工 
demonstrate this. If everyone becomes concern about his or her lives, 
with expectation and passion, maybe we will already live better. So, 
with the four concepts,工 will construct certain pieces for myself 
and the interfacing with the other. It may be a house in the shopping 
mall. 
§32 
the four notions diagram 
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§33 
Limbo-a place or condition of restraint or confinement, 
condition of neglect or oblivion 
in limbo-in a condition of being forgotten and unwanted 
place for forgotten and unwanted things 
a place 
§34 duration 
boredom (unexpected length of time, elongated duration, the action 
time of the attunement) 
encystment (enclosed in a place through a peroid of time) 
forgetfulness (mind gap, mental duration of emptiness) 
fancy(mind leap, mental duration of filling) 
> — — ‘ y X ， * . . 
§35 
''Every understanding has its mood. Every state-of-mind is one in 
which one understands. The understanding which one has in such a 
state-of-mind has the character of falling. The understanding which 
has its mood attunes in falling. Articulates itself with relation to 
its intelligibility in discourse, (Heidegger 1962:384) 
Am I pointing to a right way, starting with mood on the project. We 
have to have a mood first. But probably not required in a sequence, 
not having mood FIRST, but all come at the same instant. A mood, the 
understanding, the state of falling and then the discourse-the use of 
words, the artication. 
§36 position, location & site 
For positions, they must relate to boredom. Or, they may relate to 
encystment, forgetfulness and fancy. Mostly, they should relate to 
encystment and boredom rather than forgetfulness and fancy. It seems 
that it is because encystment deals with physical condition while 
boredom deals with feeling. Both of them are considered to be 
recognisable. You are imprisoned in the concentration camp, so you 
are encysted; I am confined in a classroom, so I am encysted; you 
feel bored about the museum, I feel bored about the market place. 
However, forgetfulness and fancy are closer to actions and 
activities. Besides, they are mental but not a feeling. You feel 
bored about the museum and I do so, we share certain common feeling 
while when you forget where you lived in your childhood, no matter I 
know the answer or not, I cannot share your forgetfulness. So do 
fancy. Hence, we may say that forgetfulness and fancy are personal 
activities of one's mind. But is not boredom the same? How about 
encystment? I am confined in a classroom, I have a position in the 
classroom, and I am encysted. So, am I encysted by the position that 
I take or by the location where I am? Is it the classroom that make 
me encysted or is there anything else? So, it seems that we are not 
very sure now but there must be connections between the subject, the 
position that the subject takes and the location where the subiect 
presents. J 
We are here looking for possible locations for the site of my 
project. Are there places that make us all feel bored? Are there 
places that we all find encysted? Should I choose those places? I may 
take a location that everyone feels bored and encysted but also I may 
take locations that have underlying boredom and encystment. These 
places might be exciting, free and relaxed for most of us. Then, are 
there places that could lead us into forgetfulness and fancy? Or, are 
there places that we are forgetting, have forgotten or imagined/ 
supposed? Which approach should we take? 
§37 
The locations may not have direct relation with the notions. The 
pneration of the process of make-up-my-mind may be illogical. I once 
jjad the thought...(Here, we come across Tin Shui Wai, a new town 
built in ten years. It does not evolve from a village town like Tsuen 
Wan, or Fan Ling but suddenly born. It is carefully planned. We are 
encysted there. We feel bored. We also come across Tiu Keng Lena 
(Rennie's Mill), a place that is gone. Some day later, there w i U be 
a MTR station there. We forget and with fancy there is a new place 
•^ hen, there is Tsuen Wan and Kung Tong. We take City Bus lonq wav . 
fr^vJin.巧ui Wai to Tsuen Wan MTR in twenty-five minutes and we then 
middle of the flow of people. We take mini-bus not very L f 
f ^ m Tiu Ke，Leng to Kung Tong MTR in twenty minutes and we then in 
the heart of the crowd. In the passage, in this walkway network w ^ 
m a ^ t h i n k�f the joyful party yesterday,�ur office b J i ^ ^ 二' 
W^ walk;; we pass through or we wait, we look for the one we 
wait for. We ]ust come long way from other place and now we continue 
our pace. We forget, we are encysted, we are bored. So althouah th^ 
site is in Tsuen Wan and Kung Tong, the locations ;rf;everal and t L 
positions of the subjects are numerous.) several and the 
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It is in the nature. But there is also 
structure suspending through the valley^ - Tlji 
an artifical object, there are no need to ^istin^guishl 
anymore. In the valley, the sound of the.txaffii^ is nbt a 
noise but part of the nature, just like the sound of wind 
and the stream. The bridge connects the void, bridging 
the two world apart. It connects to the WORLD, the man-
made WORLD. 

Just another vacuum site, above an MTR terminal, waiting to be 
developed. Just another station,.another mall, another bridging 
network, another place for ordinary lives. Just another flyover, 
crossing another area. Buses driving a long way from here to Tin Shui 
Wai. MTR terminus here. But most of us are pass-by. 
\ 
\ 1 M 1 1 
you were waiting for me. 
No...why should I be waiting for you? 
工 have waited for you, myself, a long time. 
In your dreams? 
And you are trying to escape again? 
But what do you mean? I don't understand a thing you say‘ 
If there are dreams, why would you be afraid? 
Well, go on and tell me the rest of our story. 
(extract of、、：Last Year At Marienbad") 
為i.Li'� v-V:”:—“Y ivj 
, >*、,认‘K ».•>,»nJ t^^ 
A ‘V�”y^.�二 > -A tv v'j.v 
/ 
X: Remember it was in the garden of Frederiksbad…you were alone, apart. 
You were leaning at a straight angle against a stone balastrade on which 
your hand was resting. Your arm half extended.. 
A: I tell you it's impossible. I've never ever been to Frederiksbad. 
X: Well, then it was somewhere else. Maybe, at Karlstadt, at Marienbad,( 
at Baden-Salsa—or even here, in this salon. You have followed me here so 
that I can show you this picture. 
(extract of、、：Last Year At Marienbad") 

trivializing architecture 
-architecture as ideas, or, trivia. 
��Can you lend me ten dollars. I lost my wallet, I can't go 
home" 
(The pedestrian walkway, the bridges, is the beggars' work 
place.) 
、、工 am waiting for you." 
(The MTR is the cradle of first love.…I saw him/her there, 
every morning on the way to school…I wait for him/her…he/she 
is late today, still not appear…chase him/her, follow him/her 
home...) 
��Please, don't forget me" 
、、工 will not" 
��Promise me." 
(The podium is the platform of our lives.…let's get married.. 
工 want to split with you…I am pregnant…dad pass away…） 
‘uov k、‘、？、(Wr '''t 
I w 
Soft material, except the frame 
��My work doesn't present a finished ideal as to how things should be, 
but rather a suggestion that things could shift, that things could be 
made that are as yet unknown."-Jessica Stockholder 
Site of boredom 
Fat, or resin Site of encystment Steel frame + emptiness 
Site of fancy 
video image, reflection of the 
image, 24-hr projection 
Site of forgetfulness 
Paper, old magazine, yellow page 
Stack of memory, cut out the 
memory, forget, form an emptiness 
and encyst yourself in it. 
Ik. 
n o 
(，丄 1�‘ … ， k i '办 七 
加\C I,�‘…�令� 
At home: Solipsism-the world only consists of I; soliloquy-only I 
speak; solitaire-only I play. I am encysted at my home, with myself, 
and only standing with myself. 

When you pass through the tunnel, you would have five seconds on this 
bridge. You have an impulse to look around this valley, look down the 
bridge, look up the mountain, search the rocks, search the fall, 
you have the impulse and desire to go down the valley, walk through 
the mountain to see what is down there. 
Then you enter the tunnel again, back to normal. 
. (orVUf+ht ^  
Many years later, when here is full of cars 
remember, I once walk through here, from on 
the other end. Two world. 
Many years later, when you are on a car, passing 
this tunnel, you will not remember you were once 
walked from one end till the other. Two person. 




Thickness of the wall, openings, line and plane: 
thicker the wall, the more encysted we are, aren' 
The lesser the opening, the more encysted we are‘ 
we? The more lines and plane there are, the more 
encysted we are, aren't we? 






If you and your be-lived one were in the labyrinth 
together, would you feel better, feel fine? Or being 




Another occasion: after having a wonderful party with my friends with 
interesting conversations, nice food and drinks, dancing and music in 
this evening, we arrive home and we suddenly find bored. 
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\ I f l f r 
：：了^赞运：tUf/—…and- encystm 
.遍_ 
^ . w a ^ ^ S f e m k 掩 躲 滩 碎 ' f e 抄 唾 诗 t f f s 7r'o 
For boredom, encystment, how could^ T w o ^ on them? Should I Irepj^ esent 
them? Express them? Solve them? Provide them? Probably not. The film 
describes situations and subtle reactions of the characters around 
the hero and from the side, it reflects what the world the hero is 
living in and what the people beside him feel. Like a mirror, not 
showing itself but reflecting the outside, but from this phenomenon, 
we realize its presence. 
So, is it the way I should go? 
-ufl i H M s 
^ " " • " " • " • " 
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w o£-..the.:.fdur:-conternporary notions that continuously 
"红芒 ^ ^ ^ ^ f X S ^ j ^ i v e s , I would investigate a hybrid architecture 
•r^ir—a^d—h—oHse-and rewrite their meanings 
�“�---，--a—(56drding—. to their conventional 
one is/^mall； one is for mass activities, 
es; grie fof-consume, one for sleep. 
the two building types by the Through" four notions 
T 
SS:�nfe-�£|�h妥 
姐 逊 developer who want 一 一 , 
same tim- wfrTr to二ffaVe~~&ome±.h_ih:g d i ? ^ 
. 
possible and at the 
'sbion 
§44 life lines 
security guard 
•••night and day shift, they are the guardians of the place (in the 
cyst), this collective imprisonment. But at the same time, they are 
day and night confined here. Their uniform is the cage. The duty is 
the cage. The patro route is the cage. Day after day they are under 
these routes. Every corner of the mall, walk through it, walk along, 
check, observe, supervise. Or watching the CCTV. Control room, 
changing room, toilet. These are just everyday lives, not exactly 
with 100% attention, less sensitive, just the same gesture everyday. 
-He, vM^O^ -^aSL. Uvdim^ ypcl 
^ ‘ beiv^  cXtJ 
QvievK^ VsLt^^, 
c J ① 1 H
 w 
young shopkeeper 
the shopper, young, female, very much concern beauty and being an 
expert to make herself look go, is a make-up sales. She is at the 
very forntier of the consummer system. Every hour in her work is to 
sell and seduce other people to spend. She, as the executor of the 
system, at the same time, is a slave of it. 
0 
..一 丨 义 ! 
iv. Lj^itJWTrt'O^  — 5 
U^efpfS' hcHCP 
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1 D j M TI( 
housewife 
in the whole encysted confined life, everyday is the same. This 
infinite time, passing like an arrow,Emptiness and monotony may 
stretch the moment and the hour, and make for �boredom', and they 
shorten and dissolve the larger and larger masses of time to the 
point of nullifying them." For every single day, this 30 minutes in 
the mall is the private moment, the free time. 
例 
� l l ^ ^ . r A 
office workers 
go to work, pass through the bridge network, everyday. Then, the 
mall, and reach the MTR station. Wait on the platform, in the 
compartment. Work. Back home, on the same route. Walk through the 
mall. Don't want to go home. Checking CDs but buy nothing, buy stuff 
in supermarket, aimlessly wander, or pretend to be in a hurry, or sit 
beside the circulation and waiting for nothing, just a break. Without 
thought, without happiness or depress. 30 minutes then go home, and 
wife has already prepared dinner and wait you home. 

teenage students 
in the mall, like being in an orgy, exhausted, over-exhausted, being 
free. �The wind of the city makes us free'. The teenagers all feel 
this... wandering in the mall, aimlessly, the only objective is to be 
away from home, enjoy the so-called independent lives. In the mall, 
in Mongkok, look at other, being looked at and feel that life is big, 
the feeling of escape home. 
一 
5 1 £ 
elderly living alone 
time is long, the obession of wasting time. Staying in the fast food 
shop, sitting next to the planter under the glass roof, spend the 
least money and maximize the time spend. Or wandering around, instead 





��The standard architectural program consists of habits, routines and 
work. This viewed as the mechanistic repetition of certain acts-the 
program only takes into account actions that are considered 
repeatable. On the other hand, there is the desire for free action 
play, experiment. Sure, we habituate, we develop cycles of behaviour 
because it is hardly possible for humans to carry the whole acts, to-
as a Cartesian Machine-steer themselves continously into intentions 
We create our own rhythms, and make them stronger than ourselves, we 
create an internal music that gets us going. Our rhythm creates us, 
we are all actual product of them. On the other hand we do not 
programourselves, human software is much softer than computer 
software. We do not repeat the same action over and over again, thev 
c^nge, they differ, they vary from each other, enabling us to 
change, to renew or to move smoothly into other acts, (P142 The Art 
of Accident) 
§46 
In an apparently free place, with so much choices, the mall, there 
are the setting of different definite mechanism that confine the mode 
of our behavior. Architecture always provides program, even starts 
w i， program, or would not be itself without program. Architecture 
and program seem to be inseparable. 
The problem of program is that it usually quantifies process and 
fragmentizes the continuous duration. Duration cannot be 
fragmentized. Once we fragmentize duration, we turn it into 
intensity, we turn process into a thing. So, once I draw timetable 
，r the use, try to simulate their lives, I have already simplify 
士ives into things. It must be illegal. Then, how could we look at 
duration? In a regard only? 
§47 
I may ask: what does these diagrams and timetables means then? A mall 
really work like this. So am I going to blow up the case and turn it 
into an ironic project? Probably not. I do not blow up, I do not 
avoid. It�s not an irony, it's not a celebration, it's not an 
alternative. It is a regard. 
S?, we may look at these diagrams and timetables as the jumping 
P^tform that help us dive into the�pool' of formation of secular 
affairs, so that we can then wander around. 
§48 
a ” designed to be hunters and we're in a society of shopping, 
fere's nothing to kill anymore, there's nothing to fight, nothing to 
overcome, nothing to explore. In that societal emasculation this 
everyman is created." -David Fincher, the director of -Fight Club" 
a 20th century version of panopticon 
the draft of Benthen's panopticon 
interior of 1873 ward. New Haven Hospital, in 1913 
plan of the open ward of New Guy's Hospital, 1961 
Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle 
Woodland Park Zoo, Elephant Forrest, section 
§49 (The following pictures are the reference to form the program) 
gfT^  
4 model of Chiinborazo Hospital by Edward Plumstead, at the Medical 
College of Virginia Commonwealth University 
plan of the city hospital, Moabit, Berlin 
5 central park of Tin Shui Wai 
survey map of Tin Shui Wai 
6 Festival Walk in Kowloon Tong, designed by Architectonica 
Harbor City with 4 zones 
r> 
stbWs ra mm ™ f f f 
？SMI I I I 
删 』 _ , . i i i i i i l i 
I 5 "J J B.^  
% DIIW '^^ 
s 兮 银 都 
AlUf^V, urtUTVf t INf (N Ail \ t'At - » ... I M I L 
star Leo 
deck level 10, guest rooms 
wet water rides 
plan of water park as originally constructed, Waterworld, Hong Kong 
the sports center at Chelsea Piers, New York 
Equinox Fitness Club, New York 
��� 
獅 子 星 號 
i 
complete golf course development package 
designed by Michael Burdzan 
10 aerial photo showing a 
golf course in Ontario, 广 
11 highway junction of Kwai Chung 
detail of the outline zoning plan of Ma On Shan 
12 electronic road map installed 
Yeoman Map Plotter 
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我 要 錢 1 Want Money 
Airtrnwi A imfrumttilM f»KrhiVH<Stf§mff A 
s E N I G H I 
t?i mmm a f tjce : t«書 PMi. ObKKk Qc^ixa MLotfc ！ 
m 镇！ 
iVKk Qc^ixa MLotfc Man 5Wf>i rUf , yAMI^i^, 
a 分手“巴 Breakup 5'ar « 
I U«lrufT«TOi i r %tni<yi»af»r. CUxfxn Lah I I 氣 Courage •voir mn mmm 
II你我他 Happy Together 4”; 
A •nm^ wi* P^ticfn^i by vmm A rracc NKVfT 
ONE NIGHT ST *n»»<ir»J » »i«lj-.r»«i PtrtiCTwl « rm:c NmiT 0» l»»»«tM*4 I f urin tuitxuvxf. oWi Lai (••“ MiAtc Wmi S 
13 watching TV in a dark room 
timetable of television programme 
14 a scene of the first class cabin in a cross-continent flight 
clock, Rado 
15 a karaoke promotion display window 
sequence of songs 
KJ5 
^mm 
16 MTR compartment. Hong Kong 
signage of escalator, MTR ,Hong Kong 
17 25-yard indoor pool and whirlpool 
swimming gesture 
18 browsing www 
information floods 







It is not an improvement of the conventional shopping mall, not to 
say what the space should be, how it would be better, but asking if 
the people is like this, such and such, the situation is like this, 
such and such, then, what kind of space and program will it be 




wasting energy through consume our body, consume our 
§52 
Beside taking the heros as the subject for the construction of the 
architecture, I could use also other objects. CCTV, timetables, 
diagram, escalators, glazing, doors, walkway, gas, machines... 
iv丄•十.a.-.w :,二二: 
§53 Program •u ^  — 
On-line World Plaza-
1440 digital panels connecting- through Internet and web cam the 1440 
locations along the long-ituds of the world. Each location has a time 
•lagr of one minute. Within this elongated globe, there is always a 
sunrise and always a sunset. 
-Dimension: 70m x 25m x 13.5m 
-Wall thickness + structure: Im 
-Inner surface covered with thick carpet having a maze pattern. The 
carpet is thick enough to make you feel uncontrollable to your steps. 
The surface absorb sound and make this digital world really really 
quiet. 
-3 slits of light opening, glazed, at 1.5m from the ground, 1.5m from 
the ceiling and at the mid-level of the total height, with the 
dimension of 200iTim(H) x2. 5m(W) and with a separation of Im between two 
opening. 
-A round-the-world runway/walkway lifts you up to be closer to this 
on-line digital world. Shinny bluish ceramic tiles covering the 
floor. Sometimes it is moist. 
一 O t h e r function could be served within this huge space: cafe, 
exposition, concerts, live-performance, market place… 
-Grass, grows above the plaza in the Dating Workshop. The grass roots 
expose from the ceiling. The very on-the-top world is finally become 
underground. 
Accident Gallery— 
Explosion Gvejcy 6:00 In the 
without notice, chemical 
car crash every two days, hvuming 
when soxasone pays. All in card-paid. 
Internet Caf^ 
Go west, with our beautiful sunset. tJnder this fascinating- scenery 
hear nevs of your friends, from the other side of the ocean. 32 
independent internet browser aahin provide you a perfect environinent 
fc�enjoy your cyber lives. 
-Dimension: 1- floor 26m X 20m; 2- floor 20m x 10m; total height 15m 
-Face west, full double glazing with low-E glass 
-cafe facilities 
Extra spectacles are served under special 
-Dimension: 53m x 13m x 8m(min) to 35m(max)(H) 
-Curve surface reduce turbulent air flow 
-Transparent materials which could support explosive load 
-Double layer, the internal layer is flexibly jointed, the external 
layer is stiffened and firm 
-The materials used in the spectacles will recycle and extract into the 
air gap on the wall surface facing the CCTV Theatre and CCTV images will 
be projected onto it 
-car crash -> structure construction -> explosion -> chemical corrosion -> burning 
CCTV Theater-
1. in-house cam monitoring- the whole mall, showing- 24 hrs a day; 
2. mobile cam attached on 96 public/private vehicles, capturing motion 
scene thxovLghoxLt the city; 
satellitre real-time imagre of the globe, rotating- alone the satellite 
path. 
-Dimension: 33m x 12m x 12m(H) 
-6 projectors and 38 6mx6m digital video screens are installed The 6 
$=�],ectors are mainly facing the Accident Gallery, projecting instant 
CCTV images onto the air space filled with recycle material 
-6 projectors and 38 6mx6m digital video screens are installecd The 6 
projectors are mainly facing the Accident Gallery, projecting instant 
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IThe best place to hide yourself, within images and sound. A primitive 
mood, of dream creation, help you pretend, to have hobbles. 
-2 cinema with 154 and 196 seats 
Live Home Game— 
You will find eveirytbing- you need for your 
space to arrange the fixture as a preview 
in your xaodels for a night even. 
-Dimension: 11m x 38m x 3.5m(H)x2 parts x 1.5 floor 
-separated into two floors, all together 18 showrooms 
partition for changing layout. 
-Not far away from the dating workshop. Lovers like to plan future, 
plan to have a home together, searching home fixture, so. Live Home 
Game is the perfect entertainment for them 
You could find 
.You may live 
flexible 
Dating Workshop— 
Lovers may find no time to travel to the beach, to the covmtirysids. 
Here provide 100% real gjcass for 365 days throughout the whole year 
for caxnpln^^ a 270 degxee sky curtain fox stars of all seasons and a 
sunset screen specially designed with a beach mood. 
-Six camp site with fresh grass, 6.5m x 7m each, with 5m high fence 
-6 screens for star projection 
-Season channel for choosing different season's sky 
-With tutorial course 
-3 platforms facing west for watching sunset, the real one 
-one of the three is designed with a beach mood, with sand and sea 
wave 
Gun Shot Chamber— 
•Lives are not easy. Five gunshot chaxabeirs for yovL to shoot. The Soimd. 
of Srun shoot was transformed, into syirphony and transmitted to the La. 
Stxada.. 
-Dimension: total 80m x 10m x 1 floor 
-Chamber dimension: large 22m x 5m; medium 12m x 5m; small 7m x 5m 
-Sound insulation material covered the partition wall 
-Sound was transformed, through a computerized mixer, into symphony 
and transmitted to the La Strada. 
-The chambers are above the Live Home Game. If the lovers quarrel, 
just go to shot 





Facing- the electj:on±c gams center. Face to face, one is playing the 
game, one Is ruxmlng on the machine, both consuming- energy 
-totally 3 floors with 1600m sq. 
-with extra 11 turbulence pools and sauna rooms 
-Turbulence pools are facing to the main street and on the side, 
facing the food court and in between, there is the highway. The 
passenger on the upper deck would see prople swimming next to them 
Black Box Karaoke— 
_21 karaoke rooms with sizes from 10 m sq. to 30 m sq. 
Coin-Paid Hotel— 
A^l together 27 twin rooms and 23 single rooms. No curfew. Cheap and 
clean. Good for horns leaving- teenagers and lovers without their own 
apartments, or husbands who cannot go horns and wives who want to 
leave home. 
-Dimension: twin rooms from 10 m sq. to 19 m sq. with a standard 
丄eng，h of 4.4m; single room from 2 m sq. to 3 m sq. with a standard 
depth of 1.2m 
-Flexible intejrio；!： fixture 
-Single rooms: suspended bed that could pull down according to 
customer's need; glazed opening, all facing to the internal atrium, 
could be open into full height(2.7m) and full width(2-3m); public 
toilet and bath (a public bath is on the upper floor which is 
connected with a staircase); TV, beside the normal prograime, shows 
also the programme in CCTV theatre 
Salon/Music Cabins— 
-11 2.2m X 2.2m cabins for private salon and music listening 
-The cabins are located along La Strada facing the north 
La Strada— 
total length 1000m, with stalls on VCD, DVD, CD, PlayStation 
Games…Ijufc for most of the length there ±s nothing- but advertisement 
-Live advertisement and on-line advertisement are introduced 
DiSCO-ever— 
tJusfc under the fitness center. Someone dances on the platform, some-
one xxms on a machine, both sweats 
-Dancing platform for hold forever disco event 
-Spaceframe completely composed of adjustable pneumatic bars, working 
like a muscular bundle. All bars are controlled individually and 
connected, through structural engineering software, to the dancing 
platform. The space frame would change its shape in real-time 
according to the dancing movement of the crowd 
-Just undfer the fitness center. Someone dances on the platform, 
someone runs on a mechine, both sweats 
-It also below the sauna, both sweat 
:we t (cary) 
o n — 1 w o r Z L d p l a j s ^ 
f i tne: 
Private Hour— 
4 private rooms could be 
seeking- of solitude, 
what yon want. 
-Totally nothing. No bed provide 
furniture, just 3 walls, a floor 
north toward the mountain 
-Only 1 thing provided, suspended elastic belt for you to jump 
Healing Chambers/Life Lesson Class-
-8 rooms for mental healing (sharing, conversation, meditation) 
multi-function(language course, life dynamic course etc.) 
yearly^ monthly, dally, hovurly, fox: the 
taking- the term of solitude^ you name 
no food provide, no toilet, no 
a ceiling and a glass wall facing 

§54 
In play, the everyman participates into the operation of power, and 
through the indulging enjoyment of freedom, he realizes he is 
bounded. Fallen in the secular affair, people have to pay the same 
amount of tolerance to bear the sparkle of freedom and all the 
inspiration from the heart. 
Awaiting in the long long but continuously resettled time, secluding 
in the operation of the system and the accordingly unavoidable life 
lines, we sometimes sleep, sometimes wake. 
、、工s it a shopping mall?" and��Are th re any differences between this 
mall and the conventional ones?" The two fundamental questions. It is 
a place for consuming, a place for entertaining, for wasting energy, 
for spending money-it must be a shopping mall. But at the same time, 
it is not .really a shopping mall. It seems not to have much 
differences with a conventional shopping mall, yes, but still they 
must not be the same. 
For A, it's honey; for B, it's poison. This mall, to A, it's a 
playground, to B, it's a asylum; to X, it's a palace, to Y, it's a 
prison. Or, for you, it's a shopping mall. Should I tell you what it 
is?…between a cemetery and a park, between playground and an asylum, 
between the street and the mall, between intellectual and kitsch, 
between market and museum, between awareness and blindness... 
§55 Maze 
In encystment and boredom, the only thing we could do is to provide 
the possibility of being lost way. It is in the way losing, Ulysses 
realized the love of his wife, Columbus discovered america, Newton 
awared gravity. 
Mall as maze, which provides hints and proof of the spend of time. A 
maze is not a place that makes you feel uneasy but a place that when 
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on-line world plaza 
dating workshop 
La strada + disco-ever + sauna + turbulence pool 
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electronic game center + fitness center 
coin—paid hotel + black box karaoke + 
cctv theater + accident gallery 
§57 models 
12/99 version: four walls, gaps between, large opening, huge space 
inside, machine moving boxes, legs 
T 
‘》：崎 
1/2000 version: programs inserted, gaps filled, glazing on the 











Maze patterns were adapted by monks imprisonment for confession, and 
I 
閣: 
this mall was written by me as a proof of our indulging on secular affairs 
§58 
precedent studies 
Jarman' s garden 
“Paradise haunts garden and it haunts mine", wrote Derek Jarman. In 
the flat, bleak, often desolate expanse of shingle that faces nuclear 
power station in Dungeness, Kent, Jarman created his own garden-
paradise. The garden was evolved from 1986 through the last year of 
Jarman's life. He spent his last days here and died in AIDS. From 
this garden, I realize the power of one's life, not through violence 
of action but the tenderness of building a hut and a garden. At the 
time one enjoys life, life also makes statement. 
�House' 
Ir 妥 
�House' is a sculpture created by British sculptor 
Rachel Whiteread. The work explores the politics of 
location and the related expression. It was cast in 
plaster, on site, and represented a white wash 
negative space of the house, just like a phantom of 
its own. In the project, I realize how a work of art 
could deals with politics with its aesthetics quality 
and at the same time remain its amorality. 
‘Planned Assaults' 
Th« Nofnmily Howe 
'Planned Assaults' consists of three 
architectural projects all done by Lars Lerup. 
They are examples that demonstrate how imaginary-
projects could possibly be created, presented and 
also to an extent, buildable. Lerup also creates 
his work of architecture along with narratives. 
(^Love/House' is created according to a text of 
•Roland Barthes, ��A Lover's Discourse") They 
demonstrate how the creation of architecture 
could be parallel with the creation or 





'Stairs' is an installation created by British filmmaker Peter 
Greenaway in Geneva 1994. In this installation, one hundred wooden, 
white-painted staircases were erected in different sites across the 
city to induce a sense of defamiliarization and ^stair-
consciousness' • Each staircase had a viewing platform and a 
viewfinder for the contemplation of one hundred fixed framings of the 
city. In the one hundred days of the exhibition, it created one 
hundred separated hundred-day long films with no film in the cinema. 
Through this work, we could see how a work of art could relate to the city scale. 
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